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Organizational Evaluation & Recommendations
Governance
Overall Score 56.5%

FHBC Employs A Flawed Membership Model
FHBC’s current membership model means leadership is fundamentally weakened by fragmentation.
FHBC’s Board and management are forced to react to tactical matters that are politically expedient, rather
than strategic issues that are the ‘right thing to do’. Unclear and unregulated policy and rules with respect
to validation of proxy voting at member meetings leaves the Society vulnerable to coup d’etat style attacks
from a few, well-organized clubs or leagues.
FHBC’s Board Structure And Operation Is Not Compatible With Effective Policy Board Governance Systems
FHBC employs a Board that operates as a management Board that is commonly associated with amateur
sport organizations that employ little or no professional staff. The structure does not fully unleash the
potential of its executive management capability, nor drive its effectiveness as the Society’s fiduciary.
FHBC’s Policy Framework Is Generally Strong
In general, FHBC’s operating policy framework is robust and covers much of the requirements of a
provincial governing body such as FHBC is. There is, however, evidence of a lack of systematic review of
policies.
Recommendations
1. Move voting membership structure from individual participants in field hockey to affiliated clubs
a. Sanction private academies as regular clubs
b. Provide non-voting membership status to sanctioned league bodies
2. Remove operating titles for all Director except for identified Officer positions1
3. Consider requiring all sitting Directors of FHBC to hold no other Board or staff positions in FHBCaffiliated organizations
4. Restructure the standing committees of the Board of Directors
a. Replace the Executive Committee with a HRM Committee, Finance & Audit Committee
and Governance Committee (with a Nominations Sub-Committee)
5. Establish a structured process of induction for new Directors and annual, basic governance
training that is mandatory for all Directors to attend (new or returning)

1

Generally assumed to be the four positions of President, Vice-President, Treasurer and Secretary.
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Financial Risk Management
Overall Score 79%

FHBC Shows A Consistently Strengthening Financial Position
Although FHBC cannot be considered to be in a position of absolute financial strength, it is clear that the
Society is trending positively in most measures of organizational financial health.

FHBC’s Liquidity Is Stable And Relatively Secure
FHBC exhibits healthy liquidity, with a stable current ratio that has remained relatively unchanged from
2014 to 2019 at 2.12. The Society holds no long term debt, is improving its cashflow position and has more
than doubled its cashable net assets from 2014 to 2019.
There Are Gaps In Finance Policy
The lack of official finance policy as outlined above represents heightened risk to FHBC through a lack of
checks and balances that a Board of Directors commonly relies on to gain reasonable assurance of fiscal
well-being and prudent safeguarding of the Society’s financial assets.
Fund Restrictions on Operating Revenues Appear Overly Restrictive
It is noted that there are a plethora of restrictions placed on operating revenues. While it is assumed that
these measures are designed to manage FHBC’s operational spend and associated financial risk, it does
appear to hamper the Society’s fiscal mobility and limit management’s discretion in spending.
Recommendations
1. Establish expanded, defined finance policy including policy detailing executive limitations and
spending authority, procurement policy, investment policy, borrowing policy
2. Create a clearer approach to financial risk management

Execution Of Strategy
Overall Score 64.4%

FHBC’s operations and activities appear well aligned to the targets and goals laid out in its recently-expired
strategic plan. Given many of the goals are work-in-progress (where there has been activity related to
goals, but they cannot yet be deemed completed) and with the advent of the Covid-19 pandemic during
this planning cycle, FHBC scores 64.4% overall in strategy execution.

2

It is good financial practice to have a current ratio of at least 2.
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Recommendations
•
•
•

Ensure that a process of deep outreach and consultation with FHBC’s full stakeholder base informs
the content of the Society’s next strategic plan.
Consider moving to an outcome-based model of measurement for the next strategic plan, with
output-based accountability focused on underlying operational planning.
Actively promote the next strategic plan’s core goals and focus and educate stakeholders
(particularly membership) on specifically what FHBC’s activities are aiming to achieve.

Operational Effectiveness3
Overall Score 72.6%

FHBC’s HRM Systems Appear Sound But Capacity Gaps Exist
There is evidence of sound overall management of FHBC’s staffing function through the Executive
Director. Up-to-date employment contracts are in place and there is evidence of structured performance
reviews. HR policy exists and staff productivity at FHBC appears high. However FHBC is under-capacity in
some non-sport, business functions.

FHBC’s Operational Activities Are Not Well Regarded By Membership
FHBC’s operational activities (embodied largely through its field hockey development programs,
competitions and events) are generally not rated highly by its membership. The running of field hockey
leagues, competitions and events is rated highest in terms of satisfaction and is considered the most
important activity for FHBC to engage in. Activities relating to the development of coaches, umpires and
facilities and outreach activities geared at getting more people playing the game are rated poorly.
FHBC’s Athlete Development Programs Have Been Successful In Athlete Advancement
Performance
The FHBC has expanded and built rigour into the youth development pathway for field hockey athletes in
recent years, which has produced results in the area of high performance athlete development.
Participation
FHBC’s player retention rates trends very similarly to most sports across country and practically all team
sports, which is robust participation rates until early adolescence, when participation sharply drops off.

3

For the purposes of this Report, operational excellence is defined as how effectively FHBC manages its own internal
operations and, by extension, how effectively the programs, competitions and other activities its operations are
responsible for perform.
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Participant Satisfaction
The relative success of FHBC’s athlete development programs’ material success is not reflected in
satisfaction levels from their participants. Conversely, participants show relatively high levels of
satisfaction with the recreational and participation-focused competitions and programs that FHBC runs.
Recommendations
1. Consider directly running more field hockey leagues and competitions in British Columbia
(particularly at higher performance level).
2. Establish absolute clarity on where in the athlete development pathway FHBC is responsible for
direct programming.
3. Expand the outreach field hockey development capabilities of FHBC and expand development
activities outside of the Lower Mainland.
4. Examine the current Elementary & Middle School Program and a renewed partnership with BC
Schools Sports Society.

External Stakeholder Value-Add
Overall Score 82.3%

FHBC Is Seen As An Effective Sport Partner
FHBC scores consistently highly with its organizational partners, funding bodies and peer field hockey
provincial governing bodies with respect to its actions as an effective, dependable sport partner. The
Society rates particularly highly in the areas of dependability, trustworthiness and responsiveness.
FHBC’s Relationship With Its National Governing Body Is In Need Of Remediation
FHBC’s partnership with field hockey’s national governing body, Field Hockey Canada does not appear to
be healthy and productive at this time, based on a long-running relationship of mutual mistrust.
Recommendations
1. Consider third party facilitation of meetings with FHC to move the current relationship to one that
can be more productive.
a. Identify mutual purpose and associated vision
b. Identify mutually-agreed guiding principles that both parties commit to operate under
c. Pinpoint and divide roles and responsibilities in athlete, coach and umpire development
d. Enshrine communication structures in the operations of both FHC and FHBC to ensure
what is agreed to is properly acted upon
2. Strengthen partnerships with the education system (k-12 schools and post-secondary) beyond
facilities usage agreements to include a central focus on growth in participation rates.
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Internal Stakeholder Value-Add
Overall Score 61.3%

Internal Stakeholders Feel FHBC’s Attempted Value-Add Is Mis-Placed
This relates primarily to the variety of junior athlete development programs that have been developed in
recent years by FHBC, which internal stakeholders feel disrupt their hockey operations that underpin
these programs through scheduling conflicts and/or removal of field hockey talent from club rosters.
Internal Stakeholders Feel FHBC Is Not Targeting Activities That Add Most Value
• Adult field hockey – there is a sense among adult members that FHBC is preoccupied with youth high
performance athlete development and that adult players are somewhat left to their own devices.
• System development – there is evidence that the FHBC membership does not feel that the Society is
active enough outside the current footprint of field hockey in BC developing the sport in new
communities, particularly outside the Lower Mainland.
Internal Stakeholders Do Not Appear To Understand The Role Of FHBC (And Its Obligations Outside Of Its
Membership)
Driving the above is an underlying sense that the membership of FHBC does not fully understand the role
(and associated obligations) of the Society as the recognized governing body for the sport of field hockey
in BC, particularly with respect to its required role in advanced development and the needs/wants of the
Society’s third party funding agencies.
Recommendations
1. Establish a provincial-level development strategy, aimed at expanding participation rates
particularly outside Vancouver and Lower Island communities.
2. Host a FHBC Symposium (linked to the development of FHBC’s next strategic plan) designed to
hammer out roles and responsibilities between FHBC, it’s affiliate clubs/leagues, FHC and other
important stakeholders such as certain universities (notably UBC, U-Vic, SFU).
3. Build a communications strategy that takes a selective approach to what is released and to whom.
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Final Evaluation Scorecard
On completion of the evaluation scorecard, FHBC has an overall evaluation score of 69.3%, assuming even
weighting of all six assessment paradigms.
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Services In And Around Your Sport Boardroom
capitisconsulting.ca
info@capitisconsulting.ca
1 905 466 7412
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